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MK-E370370J
Ceiling Mounted Exam Light

The MK-E370370J is a two head Surgical Light,it is a perfect solution 
designed for operation room with limited space, making it ideally for 
environments such as beauty salons and veterinary clinics. With a 
compact design and Ceiling-mounted configuration, it optimizes space 
utilization without compromising on performance.

Powered by long-lasting LED bulbs,  
ensures an extended lifespan and 
minimal heat emission. Experience 
efficiency and durability. 

Effortlessly control the brightness of the light 
using hand gestures. The intuitive 
gesture-sensing technology allows doctors to 
adjust the illumination without physical contact, 
thereby reducing cross-infection.

LED bulb Sensing adjustment brightness



1.Gesture-Controlled Brightness Adjustment
2.User-Friendly Adjust Brightness Button
3.Designed for hospital mobility, this examination light 
offers easy maneuverability to different locations.
4.Designed for enhanced surgical assistance
5.Light heads are designed for easy positioning
6.Floor stand, Wall, and Ceiling mounting options

FEATURES

MK-E370J
Ceiling Mounted Exam Light
The MK-E370J is the one head surgical light is a 
state-of-the-art lighting solution tailored for environments 
with limited space, making it particularly well-suited for 
applications in beauty salons and veterinary clinics. 
Designed for Ceiling-mounted installation, this compact 
surgical light is an optimal choice for narrow areas.

The surgical light is equipped with two 
multi-segmented arms , providing enhanced 
flexibility and a higher degree of freedom for 
precise positioning.

Multi-segmented arms
Equipped with a master switch and brightness 
adjustment buttons on the back side , offers clear 
and convenient controls,Easily adjust illumination 
levels for optimal clarity.

Clear switch

Ceiling Mounted Exam Light

Wall Mounted Exam Light



Power

Luminance (LUX)

Spot diameter(mm)

Color temperature (K) 

LED life

Lamp Head Diameter

Light Intensity adjustable:

Quantity of LEDS

Color rendering index

30W / 30W

5200-100000lux / 5200-100000lux

130mm / 130mm

4000-5000

50000hrs

370mm / 370mm

10% - 100%

12PCS / 12PCS

96

MODEL MK-E370370J(DOUBLE HEADS)

30W

5200-100000lux

130mm

4000-5000

50000hrs

370mm

10% - 100%

12PCS

96

MK-E370J(SINGLE HEAD)

STANDARD
SPECIFICATION
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